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In the family way Dynasty pervades all aspects of Indian culture



T



wo similar controversies in Bollywood and national politics unwittingly underlined a malaise afflicting the country’s socio-political culture. The first involved a forthright statement by Kangana Ranaut, one of India’s highest paid actors, on film-maker Karan Johar's signature TV talk show about rampant nepotism in the film industry. Mr Johar, son of a famous film producer, was “the flagbearer of nepotism,” she said, sparking off a debate that went viral. Later, Karti Chidambaram, son of former Union minister P Chidambaram, equated the Congress and the two principal Tamil Nadu-based parties — Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam and the All



India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam — to Family Pvt Ltd Companies. Ms Ranaut, a self-made actor and rated among the industry’s most talented, was talking from a position of strength. Mr Chidambaram, who has been under investigation by the Enforcement Directorate, may have been speaking from the precincts of a glass house. As a Congress spokesman pointed out, he, too, had contested from Sivaganga, the parliamentary seat his father vacated for him. That the younger Chidambaram lost the seat his father had held for seven terms is, in this instance, beside the point. Both Ms Ranaut and Mr Chidambaram raised thought-provoking arguments about



the all-pervasive nature of family connections in Indian society. Politics and Bollywood are not the only major institutions that reflect this: India's largest corporate groups all are, and remain, family-oriented in their management outlook. The Tata group, India's largest by turnover, is an exception only because of circumstances that have less to do with the inclination and all to do with the shrinking cohort of the minority community to which the founders belong. But even here, a Tata family heir succeeded another for most of the group's history until recently. To be sure, this predisposition is not unique to India. Asia’s two global economic powerhouses, China (the “Red Princes”) and South Korea, remain largely family affairs, as do the “Tiger” south-east Asian economies. Given the growth trajectory of these countries, it is possible to argue that family-oriented societies need not be an impediment. Dynastic rule need not matter if the heir is tal-



ented. It is difficult to argue, for instance, that Mukesh Ambani should not have succeeded his father, nor that the bewildering number of Kapoor clan stars have not earned their spurs in Bollywood. As for politics, though the Gandhi dynast may have demonstrably fallen short of ability, there are any number of capable inheritors within the Congress Party who could take up the reins. The real question is how far “family values” impact the market for talent. It could be argued, for instance, that India's best prime ministers — P V Narasimha Rao and Atal Bihari Vajpayee — were non-dynasts. Understanding the exclusionary nature of nepotism is all about following the money. Crony capitalism flourishes when financial sources remain outside formal institutional frameworks. In Bollywood and politics, mobilising large amounts of capital demands personal relationships that inevitably foster



Reclaiming low-skill manufacturing



Towards integrated logistics facilitation



Three labour-intensive segments in the sports goods sector — apparel, footwear and equipment — offer India significant export opportunities REUTERS
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toring the efficiency of airports. Visualisation data through the use of camrime Minister Modi’s “Make in India” eras could provide critical information on initiative can help India’s greater inte- efficiency on the use of cranes, RoRo opergration into global value chains ations, and operations at terminals and CFS through an exponential increase in trade at ports or at airports. and investment. Such integration would The next step in establishing a system of require transformational reforms in the real-time data collection and analysis would area of trade facilitation. be to put in place an “autonomous” data Trade facilitation is much more than collection infrastructure and an instituadministrative reforms to reduce the paper tional framework. This would require cretrail and create greater transparency. These ating port and airport community systems are important objectives, and credit must be that report operational parameters (e.g. given to the current government for expe- waiting time for ships or idling time of airdited implementation of Customs single- craft at parking bays due to congestion) and window and other key reforms in the productivity parameters (e.g. number of administrative process. But Customs is just crane- and man-hours per tonne of cargo or one leg of the entire logistics process that average time taken for ground handling supports connectivity to global value- operations at airports). In addition, data chains. Trade facilitation needs to address available with Customs relating to the time infrastructure and regulatory bottlenecks taken for cargo clearance — from the point all along the chain of transport, port and the data was filed with the Customs to the airport gateways, freight movement in the time it was released formally by the Railways, and ancillary services that make Customs — would be a part of the matrix. up the overall logistics solution for trading This system-reported data would be supacross borders. plemented and validated by visual data colA key challenge is to first establish a lection using CCTV cameras and drone camholistic framework that can identify the key eras where applicable, and appropriate elements of these activities in the logistics quantification techniques to convert visual chain, and find an effective way to monitor data to numbers would need to be put in their performance. A related challenge is place. Further validation could be provided to find a governance structure to analyse by running GPS- or RFID-based trackers on this granular data, identify selected random sample conproblems at the operational lev- Trade facilitation tainers (for ocean freight) and el, and implement solutions. needs to address unit load devices for air-cargo infrastructure Since the responsibility for the that puts an electronic time operational issues in the logisstamp after every activity in the bottlenecks all tics chain are spread over sevlogistics chain is completed. along the chain of eral line ministries and depart- transport — port Logistics operators already ments, the institutional have a large number of detailed and airport leadership for such reforms parameters called Key gateways, the cannot be left to an individual Performance Indicators or KPIs Railways — and line ministry, but should come for every stage of the logistics ancillary services from the very top. This would needed for trading process, focusing on both require the development of a across borders operational parameters (based robust mechanism for realon time-related efficiency) and time monitoring of ground-levproductivity parameters (based el operational and regulatory performance on resource use-related efficiency). A large of India’s key ports, airports, freight move- number of the KPIs could be adopted into ment by the Railways, internal container this monitoring matrix. Having access to this depots, land customs stations, and ancillary real-time data base would allow policymakfacilities such as container freight stations ers to identify key micro-level “pain points” (CFS) near ports, free trade warehousing at specific ports/airports, analyse redunzones, and major bonded warehouses. dancy levels in processes and the quality of Fortunately, developments in big data, implementation at the ground level, and especially techniques now available for easy understand the varying degrees of operaquantification of visual data, and falling tional efficiency and service quality at port costs of technology offer a solution for this and airport terminals. task. All secure customs facilities could be The fact-based trade and logistics facilfitted with CCTV cameras that monitor itation reforms that this would allow would throughput of cargo in and out of such facil- help India quickly achieve its goal of “Top ities, providing real-time tracking of effec- 20” in rankings relating to doing business tive “dwell time” in customs locations, and across borders. The fact that “things are incidence of actual physical inspections being observed” would in itself bring in a being undertaken by officials on the level of awareness and efficiency at the ground, as opposed to published numbers ground level. Such “fact based” reporting of facilitated cargo generated by the cus- would also provide a reality check on some toms electronic system. Similarly, technol- of the low “rankings” that India seems to ogy-based tracking systems could be put have obtained in many global publications. in place to observe port efficiency through parameters related to waiting times for Rajeev Kher is Member, Competition Appellate ships at berths and in queues to enter ports, Tribunal. Pritam Banerjee is Senior Director, and time taken for piloting ships. Similar Deutsche Post DHL, South Asia. The views are principles could be put in place for moni- personal
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he Economic Survey 2016-17 fails to provide a clear-cut answer to the question it posed: “Clothes and Shoes: Can India Reclaim Low Skill Manufacturing?” Hearteningly, we have a plausible and precise answer. Within the textile, garment and leather sectors we sought to identify products with the following characteristics: First, their world demand needs to be growing; and second, the demand needs to increase with growth in future world incomes — i.e. demand for the product should be income-elastic. We believe that three segments in the sports goods sector — apparel, footwear and equipment — which are also labour-intensive, offer India significant export opportunities. In value terms, the global trade in sports goods has grown annually at 5.1 per cent in the recent past. Although India’s exports of sports goods increased from $64.8 million in 1990 to $686.4 million by 2014, its current share in world trade in sports goods is a miniscule 0.82 per cent. Since India accounts for 4.7 per cent of the world’s export of non-sports apparel, it is a puzzle that India’s share in the world market for sports apparel is as low as 0.25 per cent. While India ranks third in the world exports of nonsports apparel, its rank in the case of sports apparel was 29th in 2014. It is painfully obvious that India’s exports of sports goods lags behind other developing countries such as Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Vietnam, which made a conscious effort to expand the output of their sports goods industries. Today, these countries are already part of buyer-driven global production networks. Yet, we believe that there is substantial scope for India to step up the pace of her export growth and catch up with, if not surpass, other countries. What is our belief premised on? India can ride on the increase in the number of sports events across the world to grow her share in world trade in sports goods. As more individuals take holidays overseas, particularly in developed countries, they are exposed to leisure- and sports-related activities. The broadcast of major international sporting events to all countries around the globe, and real time communication of images and results of athletic achievements, can also affect the decision of individuals to participate in sporting activities. There has indeed been an explosive growth in the number of individuals participating in athletic events. One does observe an increase in the number of professional, amateur and recreational runners. The number of athletic events approved by the International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) has increased from 30 in 1990 to over 200 in recent years. As per one estimate, one in 200 individuals in the United States participates in a running event. Another estimate indicates that, over the period 2009-2014, the number of participants in marathons increased by 92.4 per cent in Asia. If one were to include half-marathons and other races, the growth will be markedly higher. Our conjecture is not based on what can be dismissed as casual empiricism, since our hypothesis is backed by data. First, much of the 10-fold increase in India’s exports of sports goods to $686.35 million in 2014 occurred in recent years, when there has been an increase in the number of sporting events all around the world. Second, based on a multivariate analysis of determinants of bilateral trade, we find that the number of sporting events held by India’s partner countries is an important determinant of India’s exports of sports goods. Sporting events such



familial nexuses. In business, India’s licence raj, with its policy brakes on raising capital, created a similar situation that endures. Note the flowering of talent once institutional finance expanded in the post-reform era: infrastructure and e-commerce alone have seen the emergence of dynamic new businesspeople. The mainstreaming of cinema finance created space for directors such as Imtiaz Ali and Shoojit Sarkar and actors like Siddharth Malhotra and Ranvir Singh — all nondynasts — to emerge. The risks can be seen in the scandal that recently impeached South Korean President Park Geun-hye, implicated for corruption that also led to the arrest of the scion of one of South Korea’s most blueblooded chaebol Samsung. Finally, if anything illustrates the talent-maximising values of public institutional rigour it is the United States which remains, despite everything, the world's greatest land of opportunity.



Participants in the New York City Marathon, held in November 2016. The explosive growth in athletic events in recent years is a source of demand for Indian-made running shoes



as the number of IAAF-approved events held by the partner country, participation of the partner country in international football tournaments and the hosting of marquee events, are key demand shifters which have a positive effect on India’s exports of sports goods. Third, we draw a contrast between the rate of growth of labour-intensive goods as a whole and sports Indian firms goods. We find that in the need to become period 2010-14, the annual part of global rate of growth of India’s sports networks, goods exports is much higher where the lead at 24.59 per cent than that of companies focus overall labour-intensive on design and exports, which grew at 8.86 marketing, per cent, and non-sports while apparel, which grew at 10.93 production is subcontracted to per cent. Fourth, and more importantly, we do not find suppliers any effect of the number of located in India sporting events held by India’s partner countries on the export of other labourintensive products, including non-sports apparel. It is this differential finding that provides the basis for our argument that it is indeed possible to identify sporting goods as an industry with large potential in the context of “Make in India”.



We believe that the expression, “the devil is in the detail”, has not been recognised in discussions on “Make in India”. The discourse on make what in India has to be not only more nuanced but also granular to the extent outlined by us. Our contention is that demand conditions are conducive for India to race ahead of other countries in export of sports goods, provided the ecosystem can be galvanised. Towards this end, it is important for organisations such as the Sports Goods Export Promotion Council and the Export Import Bank of India to identify and adopt best practices from other labour-abundant countries that have gained tremendous success in international markets in the sports goods sector. Indian companies need to become part of buyerdriven global production networks, where the lead firms (usually large multinational corporations) concentrate on design, branding and marketing while the physical production is subcontracted to suppliers located in India. As a matter of extension, India’s exports will increase and the trade orientation will change towards traditional rich-country markets in North America and Europe. The writers are with Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research, Mumbai. Shyama Balachandran and Purna Banerjee helped with data work



OTHER VIEWS



Robust turnouts in state polls belie fears about voter fatigue In India the electorate’s enthusiasm cuts across gender, class and age Voter turnout estimates are often revised for a final tally by the Election Commission, but by all accounts the current round of Assembly elections has witnessed deepened participation. In the final, and seventh, phase of the Uttar Pradesh elections on March 8, the turnout for the 40 seats was initially estimated to be 60.03 per cent, an increase of more than two per cent over 2012, and hovering near the average for all the seven phases. In the second phase of Manipur's election the same day, for 22 of the total 60 constituencies, the turnout in threequarters of the booths was reckoned to be more than 86 per cent. In Punjab, which went to the polls on February 4, the turnout was 77.4 per cent, marginally less than the 78.2 per cent registered in 2012. In Goa, which also voted on February 4, it was about 83 per cent, indicating a marginal increase since 2012. Indeed, in comparison to other mature democracies with their problem of low voting by the young, the so-called millennials, in India voter enthusiasm cuts across class and age. And as the 2014 Lok Sabha election turnout indicated, it has also bridged the gender gap, with the EC reckoning it has come down to 1.46 percentage points, from 4.42 in 2009.



Psephological data are rich with the reasons that motivate a vote, and each verdict must be read separately. The decreasing gender gap is one to particularly celebrate. The Hindu, March 10



IISc does India proud



Western Ghats in peril



Holds lessons for country’s universities



Open consultations with people needed



Indian universities rarely leave a mark in global university rankings. The Times Higher Education Rankings are no different. No Indian varsity figures in the top-200 in the list released on March 7. The performance of the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) in Bengaluru — ranked eighth in the list of small universities — provides the only silver lining in an otherwise embarrassing performance by the country’s top educational institutions. Global surveys — and pedagogic principles — recognise that more faculty per student makes for an institution with an engaged and interactive teaching environment. The IISc has a teacher-student ratio of around 1:8. To put things in perspective,



The ministry of environment recently notified, once again, nearly 57,000 square km of the Western Ghats as an ecologically sensitive area. The six states — Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala — that the ESA falls under and other stakeholders have 60 days to register their objections. The tussle between the Centre and the states over how much of these forests should be protected from exploitation has been going on since the report of the Gadgil committee was first made public in 2012. It suggested that the entire area of the Western Ghats be considered ESA and be demarcated into three zones based on the level of threat posed to the region, which was to be decid-



California Institute of Technology, the best small university according to the Times ranking, has one teacher for every six students. Indeed, the overall faculty-student ratio in the country, 1:27, is a good indicator of the poor performance of Indian universities in global surveys. Comparisons between educational institutes should not be taken too far. But the IISc’s performance on institutional autonomy is salutary in times when the academic bureaucracy in the country often treats universities like another government department — or at times, even the government’s handmaiden. The Indian Express, March 10



ed by the gram sabhas. Amidst widespread alarm among the populace, the government quickly constituted the Kasturirangan panel to examine Gadgil’s recommendations. It revised the ESA to 37 per cent of the Western Ghats, leaving sensitive areas like the sacred groves in Kerala vulnerable to builders. A wider and more open consultation with people, especially those living in and around these forests, imbued with proper scientific insight, can lead to the emergence of many solutions like agro-ecological farming and community-led ecological tourism. The sooner this is done, the better. The Telegraph, March 10
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